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DIOCESE OF NOVA SCOTIA & PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

VISION, STRATEGY, AND SUPPORT TEAM 

(VSST)

BUILDING HEALTHY 

LEADERSHIP

Healthy Leadership for lay and ordained in our
diocese, as it seeks to be a “Christ-centred, mission-
minded, ministering community of faith” is
characterized by 5 C’s: the ability to promote positive
change in seeking God's mission, while building
capacity, fostering community, enhancing
confidence, and developing competence.

Cynthia Pilichos, Co-Chair, VSST Building Healthy Leadership

Context for Building Healthy Leadership

� Secular world

� Maintenance to Mission – every member ministry & 

Marks of Mission

� Leadership for today’s church and the world - heralding 

change / transformation

� Leadership that builds and sustains authentic, genuine 

community
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Change & Leadership

�3 types of change
� developmental

� transitional

� transformational – what kind of leadership is needed? 

�Leadership Models – promoting Change while building 4 C’s: 
Capacity, Community, Confidence, and Competence 

�Transformational Leadership – 4 H’s – Heart, Head, Hope, 
and Hero

�Collaborative / Shared Leadership – through our Baptism, 
we are all called to some expression of leadership

Transformational Leadership
moving people to fulfill a vision 

�Heart - providing direct recognition of each person’s unique contributions

�Head - challenging the status quo; encouraging creativity; being open to 
learning 

�Hope - having a sense of mission and a clear, compelling vision with the ability 
to inspire others, so that collectively, we aspire together; there is a sense of 
optimism

�Hero – to be a role model such that others emulate and internalize his or her 
ideals; to be “follower aware”, bringing focus to followers and challenging them to 
become instruments of change.

The change journey that occurs with transformational leadership ultimately
transforms both the leader(s), their followers, and their organizations, as together
they achieve higher aims for the common good. Transformational leadership can
be expressed by anyone.
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Collaborative / Shared Leadership
Called into Community

�Initiative – leadership means taking the initiative. 

We are called by God, as a New Testament 

Church, to take the initiative, to express some 

kind of leadership, and to do that together, 

collaboratively.

�Confidence & Collaboration – shaping confident, 

collaborative leadership where everyone has a 

role to play. Our confidence is rooted in God and 

his power. 

Collaborative / Shared Leadership
Called into Community

�Mutuality & Community – Christianity is a one another faith 
(The Greek word allelon, meaning one another or each other,
appears 100 times in the New Testament  - we are called to 
pray for, love, serve, comfort, encourage, build up . . . each 
other). Mutuality and community are an inextricable part of 
our faith and, as Christian leaders, we are to model that 
orientation toward others in both church and secular settings. 

�Collaboration & Cooperation – What does collaborative 
leadership look like? It means coming alongside (from the 
Greek word for the Holy Spirit, parakletos, or the God who 
comes alongside) asking, listening, encouraging, 
strengthening, solving problems, and moving forward together. 
It means both accomplishing the task and building the strength 
of the team. The New Testament Church was led by a team 
approach.
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Collaborative / Shared Leadership
Called into Community

Caveat: 
Leadership that builds consensus and collaboration does not necessarily come 
naturally to anyone . . .  (Keri Wyatt Kent). 

People do not necessarily know how to work together and make thoughtful 
decisions. Collaboration is hard work, very untidy, and often quite fragile . . . 
Letting go of one’s ideas and really listening to others’ views is not easy. Nor is 
it easy to set group priorities and develop plans which the whole team will carry 
out and support . . . There is inevitable conflict 

(Building Systems for Professional Growth). 

There is no better example of this challenge and reality of inevitable 
conflict than the experience of the early Church.

The strength of the parish, therefore is not that it is conflict-free; rather, 
its strength lies in its capacity to be conflict competent. Recognizing 
that conflict is inevitable, while combat is optional, let’s gather as a 
community of faith and listen to each other.

The Collaborative Leader
Listening to the Wisdom of God’s People

�42 lay Christian leaders in diverse fields were interviewed, 

leaders who live their Christian values in the marketplace. 

�These wisdom people identified the primary tasks of a 

leader as follows: to listen, establish a vision, respond 

to needs, and empower others to use their gifts and 

abilities . . . 

�A collaborative leader is, above all, a person of 

character who seeks to develop qualities such as 
integrity, generativity, compassion, and hope. 
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The Collaborative Leader
Listening to the Wisdom of God’s People

Sofield and Kuhn, the authors of the book, The 

Collaborative Leader: Listening to the Wisdom of God’s 

People, urge church leaders . . . 

to listen to the different voices in their own parishes

and institutions, contending that they will find in these

people dynamic, if sometimes unheralded, witnesses

of the Christian message who daily carry the Good
News to the marketplace.

Thanks be to God. 

A Vision of Healthy Leadership

Healthy Leadership for lay and ordained in our
diocese, as it seeks to be a “Christ-centred,
mission-minded, ministering community of
faith” is characterized by 5 C’s: the ability to
promote positive change in seeking God's
mission, while building capacity, fostering
community, enhancing confidence, and
developing competence.

What do you think?


